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Abstract 
Rohwer, C.H. and L.M. Toerien, Locally monotone robust approximation of sequences, Journal of Computa- 
tional and Applied Mathematics 36 (1991) 399-408. 
The study of nonlinear smoothers for the removal of impulsive noise in a sequence leads to the problem of the 
unique and stable allocation of a particular root to a given noise-corrupted sequence. An established procedure 
is iteration of a median smoother till convergence. 
This process is neither well defined, nor well posed. Recursive smoothing, used to circumvent these intuitively 
perceived problems, is not satisfactory either. Simple equivalent smoothing operators exist that allocate a class 
of sequences that are roots of the median smoother, as well as a whole collection of equivalent smoothers. This 
class is an interval in the usual lattice on sequences. The allocation is well defined and well posed, and blends 
into the framework of interval arithmetic. 
Keywords: Nonlinear, smoothers, impulsive noise, medians, roots, idempotent. 
1. Introduction 
The study of nonlinear smoothers has received considerable attention, since the problems of 
signal and image processing in real time necessitates fast, simple and predictable algorithms for 
robust smoothing. The median smoothers and concatenations of these, introduced by Tukey, 
have become popular for a variety of reasons. Design and selection of such a smoother is 
however still an art rather than a science, since a theoretical framework has been elusive. 
Mallows has provided a foundation for some heuristics by choosing a sensible set of axioms 
and deducing the soundness of splitting a smoother (at least conceptually) into a selector part 
and a filter part. The selector removes impulsive noise, or outliers, and the filter is chosen to 
augment the “linear part” of the selector for the removal of “better behaved” or Gaussian noise. 
The theory of linear filters is well established [3], and is based on eigenanalysis of the linear 
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operator on sequences. The associated eigenvalues and the eigensequences can then be char- 
acterized by the transfer function, which can be designed to prescription. Typically the transfer 
function is chosen to be practically unity at frequencies near zero and falling away to zero at 
frequencies that are considered to be due to noise. Ideally a low pass filter has eigenvalue one for 
all frequencies below a threshold and eigenvalues zero above that. The advantages of the linearity 
are however limited and the whole theory becomes more complex. If a pulse with sharp edges is 
encountered, the high frequencies are lost, resulting in a “smearing” of the edge. 
Selectors, in particular the popular median selectors, preserve edges and trends but remove 
brief impulses of any amplitude almost completely. The penalty is nonlinearity. The vectorspace 
framework and the eigenanalysis is not applicable. Some ideas do however carry over and effort 
has gone into the analysis of roots of median and related smoothers [2,6]. The roots, or 
eigensequences corresponding to the eigenvalue one, can be characterised quite well, but the 
process of allocating a particular eigensequence to a given noise-corrupted sequence is not well 
understood. A recent publication introducing and describing a new class of basic selectors [7] can 
be used to shed light on the somewhat enigmatic nature of the connection between a sequence 
and the root obtained from it. 
2. The roots of median smoothers 
It is instructive to think of a sequence without added “noise” as a signal. The problem is then 
the recovery or reconstruction of this signal after it has been corrupted by noise. Let x be a 
sequence of real numbers of X, the vector space of all such sequences with the obvious addition 
and scalar multiplication. A smoother can be defined as any operator/algorithm mapping X 
into X, satisfying a convenient set of axioms. Ideally the set of sequences considered could be 
viewed as a vectorspace partitioned into two eigenspaces b= &s and JV= Ns corresponding to 
the two eigenvalues 1 and 0 of the smoother S. The ideal smoother is then a projection onto the 
eigenspace 8’ along N. 8 can then be called the set of signals and N the set of noise. Provided 
this were computationally convenient, a unique reconstruction of a signal is possible. This idea, 
though unattainable, underlines previous analysis and is worth pursuing. 
The six axioms of Mallows are 
(Al) S is stationary, S( Ex) = E( Sx), for E the shift operator; 
(A2) S is location invariant, S( x + c) = S(x) + c, c a constant; 
(A3) S is centered, SO = 0, where 0 is the null sequence; 
(A4) S is local; the span of S, sp(S), is finite; 
(A5) S, has finite variance at i; 
(A6) S( yx) = ySx, for any constant y. 
From axioms (A2) and (A3) it follows that neither 8, the set of all sequences invariant to 
smoothing by an operator S, nor N, the set of all sequences mapping onto the null sequence, are 
empty. (Since S need not be linear, N and 8 cannot in general be subspaces.) In the case of the 
median smoother M,, (of support 2n + l), the set N includes the zero sequence and any 
sequence obtained from it by adding any pulse of arbitrary amplitude and width less than n + 1, 
and also any combination of such pulses that are separated by more than n values. All these 
sequences can be classified as noise. The set d contains all constant sequences, all monotone 
sequences and many more. A standard characterization of elements of E is in terms of constant 
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neighbourhoods and edges and it is easy to prove that a sequence of finite length is reduced by 
finitely repeated application of M, to such a root [2]. 
It is instructive to characterize such a fixed point of the median operator in terms of a concept 
of local monotonicity corresponding directly to the intuitive idea of local trend in data. 
Definition 1. A sequence is n-monotone if and only if any set of n successive values 
monotone. 
Theorem 2. The median smoother M, of support 2n + 1 has the finite sequence x as a root if 
only if x is (n + 2)-monotone. 
are 
and 
The theorem can be proved via the characterization by edges and constant neighbourhoods [2] 
but the tacit assumption is that all sequences are finite. 
The roots of all other rank order selectors are only the trivial constant sequences [6], but from 
Theorem 2 it is clear that the median has roots that are also easy to characterize. These roots are 
desirable outputs of smoothers, since they can be considered to have been smoothed sufficiently 
to reveal local trend. There are however major problems. Although a root of a finite sequence is 
attained by finitely many applications (and this is in general after very few applications), it can 
happen that for an infinite sequence the convergence is arbitrarily slow or not at all. The 
sequence (- l)j is not a root of the m-point median but is a root of the m-point median squared 
(m = 3, 7, ll)... ). 
The mapping, denoted by M”, of a given sequence onto its root by convergence is also not 
local, in the sense that an alteration arbitrarily far away can result in convergence to a different 
root altogether! The following example illustrates this important point with the three-point 
median Ml. Let 
then 
i 
WY, for i>O, for i>O, 
x; = 1, for i= -1, and Y;= for i= -1 or0, 
-I, elsewhere, elsewhere ;
MFxi= -1, Vi, and M,“y,= -:’ for i< -l, 
, fori>,-1. 
This is graphically depicted in Fig. 1. 
M,“X~‘~. _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . 4-Y. ,- ‘. 
Fig. 1. Illustration of how an alteration arbitrarily far away can cause a repeatedly applied median to converge to a 
different root altogether. 
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For these reasons the recursive median smoother is often preferred. In the same way that a 
nonrecursive filter can be replaced by the recursive version, where all the values that have been 
smoothed already are immediately used as replacements of the original sequence in the running 
average, the median and other smoothers can be applied recursively. 
Let 
M,,x; = median{ Xi_n,. . . , xi,. . . , xi+,,}. 
The recursive variant is given by 
Mn*xl = median{ M,,*xi-,,, M,*xi_,+l,. . .) M,*x~_~, xi, x~+~, . . . , x~+~}. 
The definition is incomplete, but since in practice some starting procedure suggests itself, it will 
be assumed that at some stage xj=M,,xj for j=i-n, i-n+l,...,i-1. This is standard 
practice for starting any smoother. 
It is well known that a sequence is invariant to median smoothing if and only if it is invariant 
to recursive median smoothing [6] so that characterization of roots is easy. The recursive version 
is considered useful, because it does remove impulsive noise as effectively as the usual median, 
but sequences acquire a root at the first pass. It is therefore idempotent and any idempotent 
operator can have only the eigenvalues one and zero. 
This advantage is illusionary. The problem is that the recursive smoother has infinite support 
and, like the case with the smoother M”, alteration at any point can have influence arbitrarily 
far away. Again the allocation of a root to a given sequence is not stable (non-well-posed). 
Application of the recursive median to the sequences of the previous example will show that 
MI*x = M,“x and M,*y = M,“y. Figure 2 illustrates the instability of the recursive median with a 
sequence for which MI*x # M,“x. 
Butz [l] concludes that for all except some special, in general trivial, moving window rank 
order smoothers, the connection between the rough data input sequence and any root signal 
obtained from it is somewhat enigmatic. He proposes an alternative approach, which does 
however lose the simplicity of the basic selectors. The answer may well be found in the “trivial” 
rank order smoothers. 
- sequence x Recursave medtan of X 
- - - -Y- - - - Sequence Y ___------- Recursive medlon of Y 
Fig. 2. Illustration of the instability of a recursive median root (M,* ). 
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3. The basic unsymmetric smoothers 
Although the trivial rank selectors, the maximum and minimum operators, are by themselves 
not smoothers that remove noise, concatenation produces useful smoothers for one-sided noise. 
This is well known in image processing [5]. What was apparently not known, is that the 
elementary concatenations are idempotent and further concatenations yield smoothers that are 
equivalent in performance to the medians, but having extremely simple and convenient char- 
acteristics [7]. 
These one-sided approximations of median smoothers are idempotent, thus converging to a 
root on the first application, without sacrificing the purely local influence of a finite window and 
without sacrificing simplicity. The roots of these are bounds for an interval in the lattice of the 
smoothers which includes all the roots of the usual equivalent smoothers. To establish this 
formally it is necessary to recall results from the development of these operators. 
Definition 3. Let x E X and X(s, t) = {xi; i E [s, t]}. Then 
Lx=L,x= {y,=max{min X(i-n, i),...,min X(i, i+n)}}. 
Ux= Unx= {y,=min{max X(i-n, i),...,max X(i, i+n)}}, 
Mx=M,,x= {median X(i-n, i+n)}. 
The axioms of Mallows are all satisfied except for the sixth, which can be weakened to 
S( yx) = yS( x) for y >, 0, to accommodate the unsymmetric operators. 
Let a partial ordering in X be defined in the usual pointwise way. 
Definition 4. Operator Q is less than or equal to (9) operator S if Qx G Sx for each x E X. 
The following theorem is useful. The proofs follow from [7]. 
Theorem 5. 
(a) L,x = U,x = x iff x is (n + 2)-monotone; 
(b) L,x < x < U,x; 
(c) Li = L, and U,’ = U,,; 
(d) L&L, = U,L, and U,L,U, = L,U,; 
(e) U,L, G M,, G L,U,; 
(f) M,,U, = L,U, and M, L, = U, L,; 
(g) M,,, U, and L, are all syntone. 
Since Theorem 5(d) has the corollary that LU and UL are idempotent, it follows that 
LULU= LU. (This suggested the name Lulu-operators to a colleague whose mother has that 
nickname.) 
It is clear that recursive application of the maximum operator by itself (to any sequence) 
results in a monotone increasing sequence, while recursive application of the minimum operator 
by itself results in a monotone decreasing sequence. If the recursive variants of the elementary 
concatenations were defined as the concatenations of the recursive versions of the trivial rank 
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selectors, they would produce only constant sequences. If such a process is started ’ at i, 
concatenation of the n-point recursive min and max operators yields min*, max,*xj = max X( i - 
n, i), for each j, and max,*min*,xj = min X(i - n, i), for each j. This would obviously be a 
worthless definition of U * and L*. A good choice instead is the following. 
Definition 6. 
i 
xj' for jai, 
u,*x, = U,y,, where yj = u *x, 
n /, for j<i, 
and similarly 
xj, for j >, i, 
L,*xi = L,y,, where Yj = L*x, 
n J’ for j<i. 
The following theorem states something very remarkable and shows that the U and L 
operators are local in a stronger sense than the median operators. It is already remarkable that 
repeated application does not increase their support, as is obvious from their idempotence, but 
that recursive application should not increase the support is astonishing. It is however easy to . 
prove, with the usual exception of starting such an operator. 
Theorem 7. Recursive application of U, and L, is identical to nonrecursive application. 
Proof. Consider the calculation of U,*x,. Assume U,,*xj = UnXj for j < i. 2 Let 
i 
xj, for j > i, 
Yi= Un*xj, for j<i; 
then U,*x, = U, y, > Unxi, since y 2 x and U is syntone. But from the definition of y, y < Unx, 
so that U,*x, = U,y, < U,(U,x), = Unxi, since U is syntone and idempotent. It follows that 
U,*x, = U,x, and, by induction on i, t&*x = U,x. 
A similar argument proves that L,*x = L,x. 0 
4. The rootinterval of a smoother 
The following theorem, which is a direct corollary of Theorem 5(a), demonstrates that the 
Lulu-operators, like the medians, preserve “trend”, which is precisely defined by local mono- 
tonicity. 
Theorem 8. L,U,x = U,,L,x = x iff x is (n + 2)-monotone. 
’ When starting the recursive variant S* of operator S, it has to be assumed that S*x, = xi for j < i. In practice this 
should not pose a problem. 
’ The assumption that U,,x, = Un*xi for j c i is not a problem since the recursive application can be started with 
Un*xj = U,,xj for n starting values, a problem equivalent to starting U, itself. 
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Proof. If x is (n + 2)-monotone, then clearly L,U,x = U,L,x = x. Assume therefore that L,U,x 
= U,L,x = x. Then, also by Theorem 5, 
x = L,U,x = L,2U,x = L,( L&,)x = L,x, 
x = U,L,x = Un2LnX = U,(U,L”)X = qx, 
and hence x is (n + 2)-monotone. •I 
Since U, L, < M,, < L,U,, it follows that one half of the proof of Theorem 2 is a trivial 
consequence of this theorem. 
This property and the idempotence of the Lulu-operators immediately suggest the following 
allocation of a pair of roots, or a rootinterval, to a given sequence x. 
Definition 9. The closed interval [U, L,x, L&,x] is called the n-rootinterval of the sequence x 
and denoted by [x, Xl,,. (The terms rootinterval and [x, X] are used if no misunderstanding 
should arise.) 
From Theorem 5 it is clear that both L,U, and U, L, allocate roots of M,, to a given sequence, 
since 
M,(L,U,x) = (M,L,)U,x= (U,L,)U,x= L,U,x, 
and similarly 
M,(U,L,x) = U,L,x. 
Having allocated this rootinterval, and its two extreme roots of the median smoother, it is of 
interest to ask how they are related to the standard roots allocated to a median smoother. The 
two usual methods are the “iteration till convergence” and the recursive median. Both the roots 
can be shown to be inside the rootinterval. This is also illustrated by Fig. 3. 
Theorem 10. The root obtained by repeated median application is in the rootinterval [x, Xl,,. 
DInput sequence RootInterval 
--- -Iterated median root ----------Recursive medlon root 
Fig. 3. The standard roots allocated to a sequence with a median smoother are both inside the rootinterval (n = 2). 
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Proof. By Theorem 5 and the fact that the operators are syntone, it follows that 
(U,L,)k G M,k G (L,U,)k, for each k. 
By the idempotence of the Lulu-operators this yields the proof since U,L, G M,k G L,U,, for each 
k, and therefore M,“x E [U,L,x, L,U,x]. 0 
Theorem 11. The sequence i&*x lies inside the rootinterval [x, Xl,,. 
Proof. Let 
Yj = 
i 
un*xj 3 for j < i, Mn*xj, for j<i, 
xj, for jai, 
and zj = 
xjP for jai; 
then y 2 z and, by Theorems 5 and 7, U,*X, = U,Y, > U,Zi 2 M,Zi = Mn*Xi SO that Mn*Xi = 
L,M,,*x, < LnUn*xi = L,U,xi proving that i&*x G L&,x by induction on i. 
Similarly M,*x >, U,L,x. 0 
It is clear that the rootinterval can be considered as a subset of X or as a subset of the range of 
the Lulu-operators. At this stage it is convenient to consider any sequence a, not only 
(n + 2)-monotone sequences, to be in the rootinterval if the elements of the sequence are such 
that 
U,L,xi < ai < LnUnxi, for each i. 
If then aE[z, Xl,,, then [a, Z],E[X, Xl,, M,,aE[x, Xl,, it4,“aE [x, X], and M,*aE[z, Xl,. 
Figure 4 shows the rootinterval of a sequence which is inside the rootinterval of another 
sequence. 
The rootinterval is thus easily shown to be closed under the mapping defined by any of a 
whole class of smoothers that are equivalent in the sense of removing impulses of the same 
briefness superimposed on constant sequences. This class includes the medians of the two 
previous theorems, concatenations of these and of some other rank order smoothers and even 
some Winsorizers [4]. 
ox Rootlnterval of x ,‘a ----------RootInterval of o 
0 b 
Fig. 4. Example to illustrate that the rootinterval of sequence a is also inside the rootinterval of sequence x if a is in 
the rootinterval of x. 
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Definition 12. A sequence z is n-root equivalent o x iff [x, X], = [_z, 21,. 
It is clear that root equivalence is an equivalence relation, since it is reflexive, symmetric and 
transitive. As was the case with the partition defined by the equivalence of two sequences that 
converge to the same root by repeated median iteration [2], the root equivalence partitions the set 
of sequences into equivalence classes (basins) of the same rootinterval (attractor). This allocation 
is unique, local and computationally simple. Furthermore it includes the two most prevalent 
previous allocations of roots. Where any sequence has a trend (local monotonicity), the interval 
reduces to a single sequence. Where there is ambiguity due to the very definition of impulsive 
noise [7], the sequence separates into an “upper” and “lower” estimate. Well-behaved or 
Gaussian noise clearly can result in local ambiguity, which becomes apparent in the separation of 
the sequences L,U,x and U,L,x. This relationship is a good indicator of the amount of this 
“well-behaved” noise present in the sequence, an experimentally observed fact that is being 
investigated theoretically. 
5. Locally monotone approximation of sequences 
As with the problem of monotone approximation of functions in general, linear operators do 
not generally preserve monotonicity, especially if the order of approximation is higher than one. 
Even if the framework adopted uses bi-infinite sequences, the interest is generally local. If errors 
of ancestors are inherited too far into the future, the local trend is contaminated. The useful 
approximations can thus be heuristically argued to be local in some sense. If a sequence is 
interpreted as a function sampled at regular intervals, the identity operator I is the best 
approximation. The only good reason for approximation of such a sequence by any other 
sequence is significant contamination by noise. In that case I is not optimal since I = MO, the 
median that removes no impulses. Higher-order medians remove not only impulses, but also have 
a “linear component” [4] that smoothes “better-behaved” noise. The medians also preserve 
monotonicity, so that local trend is preserved. If the function that is sampled is continuous or 
monotone and if the sample interval h is chosen sufficiently small, the approximation error is 
o(h). (This order of approximation should be the same for all finite selectors.) Furthermore, 
selectors are syntone and therefore the approximation is not perturbed by more than the 
sequence itself in the following sense. 
Theorem 13. 1) Sx - Sy 11 M < 11 x - y II oo, if S is syntone. 
Proof. For each i 
y;-r<xi<yi+c, where E= ]lx-~11,. 
But then S( y, - 6) < Sx, < S( yi + C) and by axiom (A2), 
Sy,-C<SX,~Sj++~. 
This implies that -C < Sx, - Syi < e, which proves the theorem. 0 
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All these good properties of the median approximation are shared by the recursive median, 
but both have defects. Only the recursive version has a locally monotone output, but it in turn is 
not a local operator. 
Both the approximations L&,x and U,L,x have equivalent approximating properties, but are 
local approximations, even in the recursive versions, and are locally monotone. Where x itself is 
monotone, the two approximations are identical. 
6. Conclusion 
The search for robust locally monotone approximations of sequences has produced limited 
satisfaction in two popular primary candidates, the root by repeated median application and the 
root by recursive median application. 
Even simpler smoothers exist that are equivalent in ability to remove impulses of prescribed 
briefness from constant sequences, and in several other relevant respects. The unsymmetry that 
has obscured their existence can be seen as useful rather than odd, in the precise sense that a pair 
bounds an interval of uncertainty associated with the concept of impulsive noise [7] as well as an 
interval which is a class of approximations to the two median related roots. 
When the sequence is a sampling of a sufficiently smooth function, the interval of sequences is 
a class of approximation to the sequence itself, and also contains locally monotone (piecewise 
monotone) sequences. 
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